TEMPORARY POWER SOLUTIONS

KEEPING THE
POWER ON

BE PREPARED
FOR EVERYTHING EVEN THE UNPLANNED
Reliable and efficient power generation means you are
always prepared, even for the unplanned. Our team is there,
every step of the way, to provide expert advice and identify
the right power solution to keep your project moving.

End-to-end
power generation
& hardware
solutions

Real-time
solutions for
temporary or
permanent power
supply

Full service on-site
inspection, national
delivery and
24/7 set-up

IDENTIFY EFFICIENT
POWER SOLUTIONS
FROM THE EXPERTS

Experience

TEMPORARY
POWER SOLUTIONS
OUR EXPERTISE

Adaptive

Efficiency

Product
Range

Safety
Compliance

POWER EQUIPMENT RANGE
Whether its a scheduled power outage, emergency power or long-term
on-site power solution, we make sure you, and your generator, never go
without the necessary hardware. If you’re after an external fuel tank for
your generator to allow longer run periods, cables or distribution boards
of various sizes, we’ve got what you need to power your project.

Complex energy requirements call for a specialist who works with you
to find solutions. Our team brings substantial experience across a range
of industries and environments whether it be building, manufacturing,
utilities, mining, oil and gas, agricultural, marine, or emergency services.
Your dedicated Kennards Hire power expert will identify, recommend and
set up the right solution in the most cost efficient way for your project.
This is achieved by gathering the right information on-site to identify
the appropriate generator to support all your power applications.
These options can consist of smaller units suited to the actual loads,
right through to providing multiple synchronised generator units to
switch off and on dependant of the load demands during peak times.
This expands to identifying the right fuel management solution,
whether it be on site refueling and monitoring or providing reduced
fuel burn calculation and smarter generator applications.

TEMPORARY & PERMANENT
ENERGY SUPPLY
We deliver temporary and permanent power supply solutions for any
scenario, day and night, at any point in your project.

TRANSFORMERS

BATTERY
STORAGE UNITS

PORTABLE
GENERATORS

TRAILER MOUNTED
GENERATORS

CABLE, DISTRIBUTION
& ACCESSORIES

LOAD SHARING
GENERATORS

LOADBANKS

1250 kVA
GENERATORS

We provide a fleet of generators from 20 kVA trailer units to 1250 kVA
container sets. Combined with our 24/7 service, this allows us to deliver
a high standard of emergency service to our customers in a power crisis.
If you happen to be commissioning a newly installed generator, or you’re
doing some high power load proving, a load bank is essential to making
sure your equipment is working at 100 per cent when you need it to.

AN INTEGRATED 24/7 SERVICE
We understand the value of providing a complete power solution for
our customers. This is why we conduct a complete on-site electrical
appraisal and customise individual customer requirements to deliver a
full turn-key power solution.
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Whether you’re in the middle of an emergency or need help preparing
for a project, your dedicated power solutions team from Kennards Hire
is available 24/7. We provide support for project planning, equipment
decisions, delivery, installation, on-site monitoring, removal and more.
And with our vast range of power generation equipment, we will
recommend the right industrial generators, power distribution panels
and hardware to meet your needs.
At the same time we’re dedicated to providing afterhours help and
problem solving, because we’re guided by a work ethic that is second to
none in the power solutions industry.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL

KENNARDS HIRE TEMPORARY
POWER SOLUTIONS
EXPERT

